Aligning National Approaches to Digital Preservation II: An Action Assembly
Biblioteca de Catalunya (National Library of Catalonia)
November 18-20, 2013, Barcelona, Spain
http://educopia.org/events/ANADPII
Call for Posters
ANADP II will bring together an international audience and
offers the opportunity to showcase posters addressing the
conference theme—alignment within the digital
preservation community. Posters will be exhibited
throughout the event on the historic patio of the Biblioteca
de Catalunya. The top three posters’ presenters will each
have three minutes at the main podium to share their posters’
concepts with the plenary audience.
Proposals: Colleagues interested in presenting a poster are invited to submit a 200 word abstract
in English in PDF describing what the poster would present, i.e., an interesting issue related to
community alignment for digital preservation. Original as well as previously presented posters
from other conferences are welcome. Please include your affiliation and email contact
information.
Poster formats: Traditional poster formats will be most easily accommodated, i.e., 841mm
(height, 33inches) x 594mm (width, 23½ inches). However, a few digital works can be accepted
that will be displayed in the main conference room during coffee breaks and inter-sessions.
These should be brought to the conference on thumbdrives in readily accessible formats that are
either open source, PowerPoint or PDF.
Conditions: Presenters must (1) accompany their posters to the conference (2) have them on
display by 12:30 pm, Monday, November 18, and (3) leave them on display until 12:30 pm,
Wednesday, November 20, 2013.
Judging:
Poster abstracts will be based on their connection to the conference theme, clarity of
description, interesting or inspiring ideas, and proposed visual appeal.
Members of the Program Planning Committee will select the top three posters displayed
at the Biblioteca de Catalunya based on the same criteria.
Important dates:
Submission Deadline: Sept. 30, 2013
Acceptance Notification: Oct. 16, 2013
Submit Poster Proposals via email to: gailmac@vt.edu
Gail McMillan
Director, Digital Research and Scholarship Services
Professor, University Libraries
Virginia Tech

